
Residential Contractor

ROBERT SMITH

Phone: (123) 456 78 99 
Email: info@qwikresume.com

Website: www.qwikresume.com
LinkedIn:

linkedin.com/qwikresume
Address: 1737 Marshville Road,

Alabama.

Objective

Residential Contractor with 10 years of experience in Verifying Spectrum CPE\Materials are 
properly secured, Verifying vehicles have Spectrum approved magnets, Conducting inventory 
checks on materials, and also Verifying new hire badges to ensure they match tech assigned to, 
proper background checks on contractors, W2 and 1099 compliance.

Skills

Construction, Project Management, Management.

Work Experience

Residential Contractor
ABC Corporate  2003 – 2022 
 Self employed as a residential contractor since 2003.
 Currently do remodelled and home repair as well as build from the ground up.
 Worked for construction companies that have built waste/water treatment plants such as 

Adams Robinson Construction, and Bell Construction which constructed federal buildings such
as the prison in Glenville, WV, as well as local residential contractors building homes from the 
ground up.

 Experienced with previous employers, I was made lead carpenter and I supervised my crews 
and was always working to be on top and be the best.

 Gave 100% of myself on every job that I perform; whether it be as an employee of a 
company, a contractor on a job of my own or simply on all of the work that I do at my own 
home.

 Built on a strong foundation of ensuring quality delivery of utility-sponsored energy efficiency 
services to residential customers, Abode is currently expanding its product/service offerings to
help customers and contractors move forward on a more holistic range of decarbonization 
strategies, including heat pumps.

 Engaged with heat pump manufacturers, distributors, and contractors.

Residential Contractor
Delta Corporation  2000 – 2000 
 Resolve customer issues created by original contractors Prepare and summit monthly 

customer care reports Coordinate Crews and installs from start to .
 As a contractor, we did it all in the mine, except mine coal.
 Build dogboxes and walls, all types of labor, lay rail, highline, water pipe, set posts and crib as

needed, worked on violations, shoveled a lot of .
 Residential Contractor HUBBARD CONSTRUCTION LLC.
 As a contractor, we did it all in the mine, except mine coal.
 Build dogboxes and walls, all types of labor, lay rail, highline, water pipe, set posts and crib as

needed, worked on violations, shoveled a lot of .
 Residential Contractor HUBBARD CONSTRUCTION LLC.
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Education

GED
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